Council of Ministers of the Republic of Tajikistan
Resolution No.533
On Approval of Temporary Regulation on State Patent Fees
as of November 28, 1994

Council of Ministers of the Republic of Tajikistan resolves:

1. To approve the attached Temporary regulation on State Patent Fees;
2. To determine that for application for patents on invention, industrial designs and certificates for utility models, for registration of trademarks, service marks, name of place of origin of goods and for granting the right to use them – 90 percent of fees enter the republican budget and 10 percent – come in the account of National Patent and Information Center of the Ministry of Economy and Forecasting of the Republic of Tajikistan.
For issue of patents on invention, industrial designs and certificates for utility models, for enforcement of patents and certificates for every year, for registration of trade mark and service mark and extension of the term of their validity, for registration and granting the right of using the name of the place of origin of goods and extension of their term of validity – 90 percent of fees come in the republican budget and 10 percent – in the account of the National Patent and Information Center.
For conducting examination of applications for inventions, utility models, industrial designs, trade marks, service marks, name of the place of origin of goods, for registration of licensed agreements and contracts, fulfillment of other significant actions – fees come in the account of the National Patent and Information Centre.
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